We estimate the "non-gravitational" entropy-injection profiles, ∆K, and the resultant energy feedback profiles, ∆E, of the intracluster medium for 17 clusters using their Planck SZ and ROSAT X-Ray observations, spanning a large radial range from 0.2r 500 up to r 200 . The feedback profiles are estimated by comparing the observed entropy, at fixed gas mass shells, with theoretical entropy profiles predicted from non-radiative hydrodynamic simulations. We include non-thermal pressure and gas clumping in our analysis. The inclusion of non-thermal pressure and clumping results in changing the estimates for r 500 and r 200 by 10%-20%. When clumpiness is not considered it leads to an under-estimation of ∆K ≈ 300 keV cm 2 at r 500 and ∆K ≈ 1100 keV cm 2 at r 200 . On the other hand, neglecting non-thermal pressure results in an over-estimation of ∆K ≈ 100 keV cm 2 at r 500 and under-estimation of ∆K ≈ 450 keV cm 2 at r 200 . For the estimated feedback energy, we find that ignoring clumping leads to an underestimation of energy per particle ∆E ≈ 1 keV at r 500 and ∆E ≈ 1.5 keV at r 200 . Similarly, neglect of the non-thermal pressure results in an over-estimation of ∆E ≈ 0.5 keV at r 500 and under-estimation of ∆E ≈ 0.25 keV at r 200 . We find entropy floor of ∆K ≈ 300 keV cm 2 is ruled out at ≈ 3σ throughout the entire radial range and ∆E ≈ 1 keV at more than 3σ beyond r 500 , strongly constraining ICM pre-heating scenarios. We also demonstrate robustness of results w.r.t sample selection, X-Ray analysis procedures, entropy modeling etc.
the thermodynamical properties of ICM. In the simplest case, where one considers a pure gravitational collapse, the cluster scaling relations are expected to follow simple selfsimilarity (Kaiser 1986) . Correlations between the X-ray properties are widely used to probe the self-similarity in the galaxy clusters. For example, the luminosity-temperature (Lx − T ) relation for self-similar models predict a shallower slope (Lx ∝ T 2 ) than observed (Lx ∝ T 3 ) (Edge & Stewart 1991; Markevitch 1998 ) implying a break in the self-similarity in galaxy clusters. Similarly, studies of the scaling relations involving SZ effect also show discrepancies between observations and predictions from a pure gravitational model (Holder & Carlstrom 2001; Battaglia 2012) . Such studies have revealed the importance of the complex non-gravitational processes, such as injection of energy feedback from active galactic nuclei, radiative cooling, supernovae, and star formation, influencing the thermal structure of ICM, particularly in low mass (temperature) clusters (Voit et al. 2005; Roychowdhury et al. 2005; Chaudhuri et al. 2012 Chaudhuri et al. , 2013 .
The first direct evidence for non-gravitational entropy in galaxy clusters and galaxy groups was given by David et al. (1996) using ROSAT Position Sensitive Proportional Counter (PSPC) observations. The observations showed that there was excess entropy compared to that expected from gas collapsing in a gravitational potential. Motivated by these findings, several groups have drawn similar conclusions using both numerical and semi analytical models with an entropy floor of the order of 300 − 400 keV cm 2 (Ponman et al. 1999; Tozzi & Norman 2001; Eckert et al. 2013a; Chaudhuri et al. 2012 Chaudhuri et al. , 2013 . Although, SNe feedback are essential to explain the enrichment of the ICM to the observed metallicity level and heavy-element abundances, they provide insufficient amount of energy per particle as compared to recent observations. Moreover, they are also inefficient to quench cooling in massive galaxies (Springel et al. 2005) . There is a growing evidence that AGN feedback mechanism provides a major source of heating for the ICM gas, thereby reducing number of cooling flow clusters (McNamara & Nulsen 2007; Gaspari et al. 2011; Chaudhuri et al. 2012 Chaudhuri et al. , 2013 Gaspari et al. 2014) . The AGN-jet simulations show that such mechanisms can overcome the cooling flow over a cosmological timescale and produce results similar to observations (Gaspari et al. 2012 (Gaspari et al. , 2014 Li et al. 2015) .
Moreover, it has been found with Suzaku observations that the entropy profile flattens out at large radii (Hoshino et al. 2010; Simionescu et al. 2011; Eckert et al. 2013a; Fujita et al. 2013 ). This entropy decrement can be related to the gas clumping (Simionescu et al. 2011; Eckert et al. 2013a Eckert et al. , 2015 , presence of non-thermal pressure (Fusco-Femiano & Lapi 2014; Su et al. 2015) , accretion/merger shocks in outskirts of clusters (Hoshino et al. 2010; Cavaliere et al. 2011) , loss of kinetic energy of gas due to the cosmic ray acceleration (Fujita et al. 2013; Su et al. 2015) or due to the rapid temperature decrease in the outskirts of clusters as a result of the non-gravitational processes (Fusco-Femiano & Lapi 2014).
It is convenient to define an entropy profile 1 of gas as, Kg(r) = kT ne(r) −2/3 ∝ P (r)ρ(r) −γ , where k is the Boltzmann constant, and the exponent γ = 5/3 refers to the adiabatic index. With this definition, Kg remains unchanged for all adiabatic processes and can therefore probe the thermal history of gas. Purely gravitational models predict entropy profiles in clusters of the form Kg(r) ∝ r 1.1 (Voit et al. 2005) . However, as pointed, several recent observations found deviations from this expected entropy profile, especially at inner and outer radii (Voit et al. 2005; Pratt et al. 2010; Cavagnolo et al. 2009; Eckert et al. 2013a) as a result of non-gravitational feedback. To allow a meaningful interpretation and to estimate degree of feedback, one needs to compare recent observations with theoretically expected profiles with no feedback.
Previously, Chaudhuri et al. (2012 Chaudhuri et al. ( , 2013 estimated the non-gravitational energy deposition profile up to r500 by comparing the observed entropy profiles with a benchmark entropy profile without feedback (Voit et al. 2005 ) for the REXCESS sample of 31 clusters ) observed with XMM-Newton. They found an excess mean energy per particle of 2.74 keV and 1.64 keV using benchmark entropy from adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) and smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations respectively, along with a strong correlation for AGN feedback. Our study extends their work by going beyond r500. Here, we consider the joint data set of Planck SZ pressure profile and ROSAT gas density profiles of 17 clusters (Eckert et al. 2013a,b; Planck Collaboration V 2013) to estimate the excess entropy and feedback energy profiles up to r200. Recent simulations show significant level of non-thermal pressure from bulk motion (Rasia et al. 2004; Battaglia 2012; Shi et al. 2015) and gas clumping (which by definition is measured by C=<ρ 2 g >/<ρg>
2 ) (Nagai et al. 2011; Eckert et al. 2013a Eckert et al. , 2015 Battaglia et al. 2015) in the outer regions of ICM. We therefore, incorporate both these factors in our calculations. This paper is a continuation of our recent work Iqbal et al. (2017) wherein we showed that pre-heating scenarios are ruled out at more than 3σ statistical level. In this work, we present a detailed study of the excess entropy profiles along with feedback energy profiles and discuss the effect of non-thermal pressure and clumping in our estimates. We also look at sample selection, cool-core vs non cool-core clusters, effects of boundary conditions, choice of benchmark theoretical entropy profiles, choice of X-ray methodology, etc.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe the cluster sample used in this work. In section 3, we describe the self-similar non-radiative model for galaxy clusters. Section 4 is dedicated to the determination of excess entropy and energy profiles, and the effects of the non-thermal pressure and gas clumping on their estimates. In section 5, we check the robustness of our results. In section 6, we compare the feedback profiles for AMR and SPH benchmark entropy profiles. Section 7 gives the comparison of our results with the previous estimates. Finally, the conclusions of our work is given in last section. Throughout this paper, we assume cosmology where (Ωm, ΩΛ, H0) = (0.3, 0.7, 70).
1 Thermodynamic definition of specific entropy being S = ln K 3/2 g + constant. 
CLUSTER SAMPLE AND DATA SET
In this work, we have studied a sample of 17 clusters in the redshift range (0.04 − 0.2) that are common in Planck Collaboration V (2013) and Eckert et al. (2012) . Based on their central entropy (Cavagnolo et al. 2009 ), six of these clusters are classified as cool-core (K0 < 30 keV cm 2 ), while the remaining 11 are non-cool core. This sample was earlier used by Eckert et al. (2013a,b) 2 where they have shown that the thermodynamic state of the ICM can be accurately recovered by using the Planck SZ pressure profile (Planck Collaboration V 2013) and ROSAT Position Sensitive Proportional Counter (PSPC) gas density profile (Eckert et al. 2012) 3 . Since the SZ signal is proportional to the integrated pressure (gas density), unlike the X-ray signal, which is proportional to the square of density, it decreases more gently at large radius and therefore can provide more accurate pressure profiles in the cluster outskirts. This allows us to accurately recover the temperature profile beyond r500. We use parametric profiles obtained by them in this work (see Eckert et al. (2013a) for more details) which were obtained by fitting a functional form to the projected emission-measure data (Vikhlinin et al. 2006) and Planck SZ pressure data (Nagai et al. 2007 ). The errors were obtained through Monte Carlo Markov Chain, with direct sampling of the posterior temperature, entropy, and gas fraction distributions. Eckert et al. (2013a) also obtained deprojected profiles by estimating density profile through "onion peeling" technique (Kriss et al. 1983; Eckert et al. 2012 ) and interpolat-2 www.isdc.unige.ch/∼deckert/newsite/Dominique Eckerts Hom epage.html. 3 The cluster "A2163" from Eckert et al. (2013a,b) sample has been left out as its estimated feedback profile was found hugely different from others. This cluster has been found to be in a perturbed state (Soucail 2012) .
ing the SZ pressure profile. Correction for edge effects were also applied along with median smoothing regularization for minimizing the roller-coaster effect (McLaughlin 1999) . The error bars were recovered by perturbing the original profile using a Monte Carlo and recomputing the deprojected profiles each time.
Since the parametric profiles are forced to be regular, this reduces the cluster to cluster scatter and the errors. At smaller radii the angular resolution of both Planck and ROSAT is insufficient to obtain reliable constraints. Therefore, the parametric fitting was only performed on the data beyond 0.2 r500 and were found to be consistent with the deprojected profiles.
THEORETICAL MODELS

Cluster model
We use the hydrostatic equation to obtain the total mass profile Mtot(r) in the galaxy clusters,
where ρg and Pg are density and thermal pressure of the ICM respectively. dPg(r)/dr is calculated by using the best fit generalized NFW (GNFW) pressure profile (Planck Collaboration V 2013). The quantities r500 and r200 where obtained by first interpolating the Mtot(r) profile and then iteratively solving 4 ,
The virial radius, rvir(mvir, z), is calculated with the help of the spherical collapse model (Bryan & Norman 1998) . If (2015) and Battaglia et al. (2015) clumping profiles for the average case.
required, the mass profile is obtained by linear extrapolation in logarithmic space.
Recent simulations suggest that a significant nonthermal pressure contributes to the total energy of the ICM gas, mainly due to bulk gas motions and turbulence in the ICM gas (Vazza et al. 2009; Battaglia 2012; Shi et al. 2015) . While non-thermal pressure is small in the inner region, its relative importance steadily increases with radius, becoming a significant fraction of the total pressure in the outer region (Lau et al. 2009 ). It has been found from both observations and simulations that m500 is underestimated by about 10 − 20%, if one uses the hydrostatic equation without non-thermal pressure (Rasia et al. 2004; Shi et al. 2015) . From the recent numerical simulations, we model the nonthermal pressure fraction in the power law form similar to that given in Shaw et al. (2010) ,
where Ptot is the total gas pressure, f (r, z) = a(z)
β for low redshift clusters (z ≤ 1) with a0 = 0.18 ± 0.06, β = 0.5 and nnt = 0.8 ± 0.25 (Shaw et al. 2010) . In upper panel of Fig. 1 , we have plotted Pnt/Pg as a function r/r500. It can be seen that Pnt becomes ∼ 50% of the thermal gas pressure Pg in the cluster outskirts. Since non-thermal pressure is not negligible beyond r500, one should take it into account in order to properly study the cluster physics in the outer regions.
Similarly, it has been seen that gas clumping results in an overestimation of the observed gas density (ρ g,obs ) and hence underestimation of the entropy and total mass profiles. It has been found from various observations and hydrodynamical simulations that the clumping factor is negligible in the innermost cluster regions but radially increases with √ C ≈ 1 − 2 around r200 (Mathiesen 1999; Nagai et al. 2011; Vazza et al. 2013; Battaglia et al. 2015) . However, few works have also reported either smaller or higher values of clumping factor (Walker et al. 2013; Fusco-Femiano & Lapi 2013; Urban et al. 2014; Fusco-Femiano & Lapi 2014) . Eckert et al. (2015) found that the azimuthal median is a good tracer of the true 3D density (ρg,true) and showed from both hydrodynamical simulations that their method recovered the ρg,true profiles with deviations less than 10% at all radii. They recovered the average √ C = 1.25 at r200 which is consistent with the recent results. Lower panel of Fig. 1 shows the consistency of Eckert et al. (2015) clumping profile with that of Battaglia et al. (2015) .
We have also calculated the total mass profile Mtot by including non-thermal pressure Pnt in Eq. 1 and correcting the density profile using Eckert et al. (2015) clumping profile. In Tab. 1, we give estimates of r500 and r200 obtained by using parametric density profiles along with Planck best fit GNFW pressure profile (Planck Collaboration V 2013). For comparison, we have also given Planck r500 values from Planck Collaboration XI (2011) which are consistent with our estimates within 10% for most of the clusters. Moreover, we find that the average scaling r200 = 1.52 r500 (Pointecouteau et al. 2005; Arnaud et al. 2010; Eckert et al. 2013a ) is in excellent agreement with our results with small scatter.
Initial entropy profile
Standard models of large scale structure show that matter is shock heated as it falls into clusters under the influence of gravity and predict that the entropy of gas (K g,th ) should behave as a power-law, with entropy profiles flattening near cluster cores. Voit et al. (2005) performed several non-radiative SPH and AMR simulations in order to study the main features of the entropy profiles. They found differences in entropy profiles in the inner cores but the differences were small for r > 0.2 r200 in SPH and AMR simulations. They found that the simulated non-radiative scaled entropy profile can be described by a simple power law form in the range (0.2 − 1) r200 with a slightly higher normalization for AMR case. For the inner radii, Voit et al. (2005) large discrepancy in the scaled entropy profiles between the SPH and AMR simulations. A flat entropy core has been observed in the center of non-radiative galaxy clusters in Eulerian grid codes (AMR) which is absent in Lagrangian approaches (SPH). However, after accounting for certain hydrodynamical processes (i.e shocks and mixing motions) the results of SPH simulations match with that of AMR case (Mitchell et al. 2009; Vazza et al. 2011; Power et al. 2014) . We use AMR and SPH median entropy profiles obtained by Voit et al. (2005) for our baseline model described by, K g,th K200 = a0 r r200
in the range (0.2−1) r200 plus by a flatter core below 0.2 r200 which is much more pronounced in case of AMR simulations. a0 is equal to 1.32 and 1.41 for SPH and AMR respectively and K200 is given by,
where f b is the universal baryonic fraction and h(z) = H(z)/H0, H(z) being hubble constant at redshift z. In order to calculate the initial (without feedback) density (or gas mass) and temperature profiles, one solves the the hydrostatic equation with appropriate boundary condition (Chaudhuri et al. 2012 (Chaudhuri et al. , 2013 . Considering non-thermal pressure component, we rewrite the hydrostatic equation as,
where P g,th = n g,th kT th is the initial (theoretical) thermal pressure of the ICM, T th is the initial ICM temperature and Mtot is the sum of two terms, Mtot = M thermal + M non−thermal . Since energy injection only effects the gas mass profile, one can assume the dark matter profile and hence total mass profile to remain constant during the feedback processes. For the boundary condition we assume the gas fraction (f g,th ) to be 0.9f b at virial radius (Crain et al. 2007 ). On the addition of non-thermal pressure, the initial entropy profile is increased due the overall increase in the normalization and therefore, the deviation from the observed entropy decreases.
It is important to note that initial entropy profile also depends on the baryonic fraction through K200. Most of the previous estimates of the entropy floor were based on the WMAP7 estimates of f b = 0.167 and since the Planck predicts relatively lower value of f b = 0.156 (Planck Collaboration III 2013b; Planck Collaboration XIII 2015) , this will further increase the initial entropy profile thereby decreasing the estimates of excess entropy.
Estimates of total feedback energy
In this section, we estimate the total mechanical feedback energy. It is important to note that for a meaningful interpretation, one should compare the theoretical and observed entropy profiles at the same gas mass (mg) instead of same radii in order to provide an allowance for redistribution of gas on account of feedback processes (Li et al. 2011; Nath & Majumdar 2011; Chaudhuri et al. 2012 Chaudhuri et al. , 2013 . Considering a transformation from the baseline configuration to new configuration i.e ∆K(mg) = K g,obs (mg) − K g,th (mg), the additional thermal energy per particle in ICM corresponding to the transformation is given by,
where β = T obs /T th . For a value of β = 2, the ratio between ∆QICM in two cases is 1.14. This implies that if the observed temperature T obs (mg) deviates from the theoretically calculated value T th (mg) by a factor ≤ 2, then the two above mentioned estimates of energy input per unit mass differ by only a factor of 1.2. Fig. 2 shows the ratio β = T obs /T th for all the clusters and is mostly in the range 0.5 < β < 1.2. We choose the expression for the isobaric process in our estimates. Moreover, we find using isochoric expression instead does not make any notable difference. The total excess energy per particle in ICM can be found by including the change in potential energy term in last equation,
where r th and r obs are theoretical and observed radii respectively enclosing the same gas mass. The total feedback energy per particle in ICM can be found after adding the energy lost due to cooling i.e,
We approximate the energy lost in ICM in a given mass shell as,
where ∆L bol is the bolometric luminosity emitted by the ICM in a given shell which is obtained by considering cooling function ΛN given in Tozzi & Norman (2001) and tage is the age of the cluster which we have fixed at 5 Gyr (Chaudhuri et al. 2013) . ΛN is calculated using theoretical (initial) temperature and density profiles. We found using observed profiles instead of theoretical profiles does not make any notable difference in our estimates. The total amount of energy deposited, for the whole cluster is,
where µg = 0.6 is the mean molecular weight of gas and mp is mass of proton. Dividing the total energy in the ICM by the total number of particles in the ICM, we estimate the average energy per particle (ǫ f eedback ).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we study the entropy and energy deposition profiles (in terms of ∆K and ∆E f eedback profiles) in the galaxy clusters up to r200 (mg/mg,500 = 1.6) using the methodology discussed in the previous section. We also investigate the impact of the non-thermal pressure, gas clumping and baryonic fraction on our estimates. All the figures that follow assume AMR entropy profiles and Planck estimates of the universal baryonic fraction f b = 0.156 unless stated otherwise. We shall refer to the case where we assume f b = 0.156 and consider both non-thermal pressure and clumping as a fiducial case. The results obtained using SPH baseline entropy profiles are shown in appendix A.
∆K and ∆E profiles
In Fig. 3 , we show ∆K profiles of all the individual clusters along with weighted average of full sample as a function of mg/mg,500 and Fig. 4 shows the corresponding ∆E f eedback profiles.
In general, we find that for both ∆K and ∆E f eedback ,
• The average profiles for full sample are positive in the inner regions, but it becomes negative in the outer regions.
• The inclusion of clumping factor, increases overall profiles, due to the increase of observed entropy profiles.
• The inclusion of non-thermal pressure decreases overall profile up to r500 and in the outer radii the profiles actually unexpectedly increase.
• The average profiles of CC and NCC clusters differ significantly. CC clusters have much higher values compared to the average.
Given the negative values of ∆K at the outer radii, the corresponding profiles of ∆E per particle would also be negative. On the face of it, the result would be physically meaningless. However, one should note that ICM gas loses energy due to radiation and the amount of energy lost due to radiation can be added to offset offset the negative values. Solid red line and dashed red line in Fig. 5 shows the average profiles with and without taking into account energy lost due to cooling respectively. The difference in these two curves is small beyond r500 because of the fact that gas density is small in those regions and therefore radiative cooling cannot explain the profiles going below zero in the outer region.
Tabs. 2 & 3 give the estimates of average feedback energy per particle ǫ f eedback in the ranges 0.2 r500 − r500, 0.2 r500 − r200 and r500 − r200 using Planck and WMAP estimates of the baryonic fraction. It can be seen that the inclusion of non-thermal pressure affects the estimates of ǫ f eedback both in the inner and outer regions of the cluster and that clumping has a substantial effect only in the cluster outer regions. In the next two subsections, we show as to how the proper incorporation of both clumping and non-thermal pressure can lead to meaningful estimates of the feedback profiles.
Importance of gas clumping
In the outer regions the level of clumping in gas profile can be significant which can also lead to biased estimates of density and hence in entropy measurements. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of average ∆K and ∆E f eedback profiles for various cases. One can clearly see the implications of correcting the entropy by using the clumping profile from Eckert et al. (2015) on our estimates. The addition of clumping factor raises ∆K and hence ∆E f eedback profiles as expected. Here, the increase is not negligible and makes the average profile become more or less consistent with zero in the outer regions for Pnt = 0 case. However, for the pure thermal case, the profiles are still negative in the outer regions to a significant level which we ascribe to the neglect of non-thermal pressure in the next subsection.
Comparing the average ∆K feedback profiles with and without clumping, one can see that ignoring the clumping correction leads to a decrease of ∆K ≈ 300 keV cm 2 at r500 and ∆K ≈ 1100 keV cm 2 at r200. The energy feedback profiles on other hand are under-estimated by ∆E f eedback ≈ 1 keV at r500 and ∆E f eedback ≈ 1.5 keV at r200. Similarly, from Tabs. 2 & 3, it is also evident that the the average feedback energy per particle, ǫ f eedback , is under-estimated by 0.5 keV in the region 0.2 r500 − r500 and 1.2 keV in the region r500 − r200 if clumping correction is neglected.
Importance of non-thermal pressure
Although, the inclusion of the non-thermal pressure decreases the feedback profiles up to r500 due to the overall increase in the normalization (K200) in the benchmark entropy profiles, however, as seen from Fig. 6 , it unexpectedly increases beyond that. The cross-over occurs around (1.1 − 1.2) r500. This can be understood as follows: Due to the neglect of the non-pressure, the Mtot profile is underestimated which in turn results in the under-estimation of theoretical gas mass as f g,th = 0.9f b is fixed at the virial radius. This implies for the given observed gas mass shell the corresponding theoretical gas mass for Pnt = 0 case will occur at larger radius as compared to Pnt = 0 case and will, therefore, have higher theoretical entropy leading to decrease in feedback profiles. Below r500, the increase in K200 term dominates (since non-thermal pressure is small) and therefore, there is an overall decrease in the feedback profiles for Pnt = 0 case. From Fig. 6 , it is evident that ignoring the non-thermal pressure leads to an over-estimation of ∆K ≈ 100 keV cm 2 at r500 and under-estimation of ∆K ≈ 450 keV cm 2 at r200. This in turn leads to an over-estimation of ∆E ≈ 0.5 keV at r500 and under-estimation of ∆E ≈ 0.25 keV at r200. Similarly, one can see from Tabs. 2 & 3, if non-thermal pressure is ignored then the ǫ f eedback is over-estimated by 0.6 keV in the region 0.2 r500 − r500 while it has a negligible affect in the region r500 − r200.
In Fig. 7 , we show the effect on the feedback profile by changing the normalization a0 and slope nnt in the nonthermal pressure. We find that changing the normalization from 0.18 to (0.10, 0.26) gives around (10%, 30%) mass difference at r500. The change in normalization and slope has a small effect on the profiles and our results are still consistent with zero line given the error bars. We also observe that other parameterization of non-thermal pressure such as that of Shi et al. (2015) ; Rasia et al. (2004) lie within the normalization 0.10 − 0.26 band of our non-thermal pressure model. Therefore, our results are independent of the non-thermal parameterization.
ROBUSTNESS OF RESULTS
CC and NCC clusters
Fig 8 shows the ∆K and ∆E f eedback profiles for CC and NCC populations with and without taking into account Pnt+clumping. The higher value of ∆K and ∆E f eedback profiles for CC clusters can be interpreted in terms of the gas mass fraction. Eckert et al. (2013b) found that the observed gas mass fraction profile in the CC clusters was systematically lower than NCC clusters. Since, the theoretical value f g,th is fixed at 0.9f b at virial radius and the observed value of f g,obs for CC clusters is relatively smaller than NCC clusters, this means that for a given observed gas mass m g,obs , the corresponding theoretical gas m g,th for CC clusters will also occur at a relatively smaller radius with a smaller value of theoretical entropy. This will thus result in a relatively higher degree of feedback and up to a much larger radii in CC clusters compared to NCC clusters.
Higher estimates of the feedback profiles in the CC clusters can be due to larger rate of gas removal as a result cooling and simultaneous inflow of high entropy gas to the cluster cores (a sort of "cooling flow"). Moreover, removal of gas due to cooling that corresponds to stellar formation also changes the mapping of the observed gas mass enclosed with radius to the mass shell in the theoretical prediction. This could again contribute to the apparent entropy excess in CC clusters relative to NCC clusters especially in the cluster cores. However, the replacement of cool gas with gas at high entopy occurs mostly in the inner region (few hundred Kpc) which we have not considered in our analysis, and is unlikely to cause much difference.
Another potential origin of the apparent entropy excess in CC clusters could be due to the differences in the shape of the non-thermal pressure profile. Since cool-core clusters tend to have more relaxed centers than NCC clusters, steeper gradient would lead to an over-estimation of total mass and hence a smaller value of observed gas fraction. However, this should compensate with the higher gas density of CC clusters in the inner regions. Moreover, as can be seen from Fig 7 the change in normalization and slope of the non-thermal pressure has a small effect in the feedback profiles suggesting this is not the case.
Full sample and sub-sample
There are four clusters (i.e clusters 1, 6, 16 and 17) which have relatively large value of the ∆K profile in the outer regions (particularly for the clumping case) which correspondingly give a large thermal energy profile ∆QICM . However, we see that after taking into account a potential energy term the ∆E f eedback profiles for such clusters become close to zero (or even negative). In order to see the effect of such clusters, we have plotted in Fig. 9 average ∆K and ∆E f eedback profiles for the full sample along with the sub sample which do not include theses clusters. We find that the average feedback entropy become consistent with ∆K ≈ 0 line at 1σ beyond r500 for the sub-sample. Moreover, average ∆K and ∆E f eedback profiles for the sub-sample and full sample are always consistent with one another.
Choice of boundary condition
In Fig. 10 , we show the comparison of the entropy feedback profiles for two different boundary conditions, i.e universal baryonic fraction f b at virial radius to be 0.156 (from Planck) and 0.167 (from WMAP). The larger value of the f b from WMAP, would result in an overall increase of feedback profiles. This is because higher value of f b at the virial radius will increase the total theoretical gas mass profile (as total mass remains constant). Therefore, a given theoretical gas mass shell would occur at a smaller radius having a lower value of entropy leading to an increase in feedback profiles. It is clear from Fig. 10 , that the entropy feedback profiles for the WMAP boundary conditions is significantly higher at the outer regions (∆K ≈ 300 keV cm 2 ).
Choice of observed X-ray profiles -parametric vs deprojected
Eckert et al. (2013a) found that the parametric and deprojected density profiles are similar and the difference is less than 10%. We show the ∆K profiles for all the clusters using deprojected data in Fig. 11 . We find parametric and deprojected profiles have similar values of entropy difference from the base theoretical entropy profiles except at the cluster outskirts.
AMR VS SPH BENCHMARK THEORETICAL PROFILE
Given the current status, it is difficult to judge whether SPH or AMR is more accurate since both these methods are known to have some demerits. For example SPH suffers from a relatively poor shock resolution and noise on the scale of the smoothing kernel. AMR simulations may suffer from over-mixing due to advection errors in the presence of bulk flows. Apart from the slightly smaller normalization of the entropy profile a0, the AMR simulations predict a much higher flatter entropy core than the corresponding SPH simulations (Voit et al. 2005) . However, it has been recently pointed out by many authors that, after resolving certain hydrodynamic processes, the results of SPH simulations exactly match with AMR simulations (Mitchell et Biffi & Valdarnini 2015) . We nevertheless use SPH simulated entropy in our estimates to compare it with that of AMR case. The feedback profiles and feedback energy per particle for SPH case are shown in the Figs. A1 & A2 and Tabs. A1 & A2 respectively in the appendix A. In Fig. 12 , we compare the average excess entropy and energy profiles for both AMR and SPH cases. As can be seen, SPH case predict much higher values of ∆E in the inner regions of the cluster because of the absence of flatter entropy profile as is present in AMR case.
The ∆K and ∆E f eedback feedback profiles at the outer radii contain information of past events in the cluster and hence are ideal to probe for any signature of pre-heating that may have taken place at high redshifts much before the cluster formation. This is because of the fact that feedback processes from AGN or supernovae are unlikely to affect the gas properties there. However, we should also point that our estimated ∆E f eedback profiles corresponds to the change from the initial theoretical model to the observed configuration in the collapsed systems. Pre-heating (if any) at hight redshift when the density of gas was small would actually require much smaller energy input to bring it to final observed state (McCarthy et al. 2008) . Therefore, ∆E f eedback would represent an upper limit on pre-heating energy.
It has been found that pre-heating scenarios (at z ≈ 4 − 6) typically require feedback energy of ∼ 1 keV per particle or an entropy floor of > 300 keV cm 2 to explain break in the self-similarity scaling relations (Borgani et al. 2001; Tozzi & Norman 2001; Pipino et al. 2002; Finoguenov et al. 2003) . Our results show that given the uncertainties, the values of ∆E at the outer radii are comparable to zero for both AMR and SPH cases (see Fig. 12 ). For our fiducial case, we see that in the range r500 − r200, the average energy per particle ǫ f eedback = 0.05 ± 0.18 for the AMR case and ǫ f eedback = 0.62 ± 0.18 for SPH case. This implies that pre-heating scenarios which predict 1 keV energy per particle are ruled out with more than 3σ for AMR case and at around 2σ for SPH case. Considering ∆K profiles, we find for most of the cluster region an entropy floor > 300 keV cm 2 is ruled out at ≈ 3σ for the AMR case. However, no such strong constrains are possible for the SPH case and that ∆K ≈ 300 keV cm 2 is consistent with 1σ as seen in the left side of Fig. 12 .
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS
It is important to distinguish between the profiles of K with respect to shells at fixed position Ettori 2013) , and with respect to shells with a given gas mass interior to it (Nath & Majumdar 2011; Chaudhuri et al. 2012 Chaudhuri et al. , 2013 . This aspect is demonstrated in Fig. 13 . The right panel shows the entropy profiles with respect to fixed radii, and the left panel shows the entropy with respect to shells with a given gas mass interior to it. The differences between the profiles (w.r.t. r/r500 and mg/mg,500) are striking and noteworthy. The observed entropy profiles (solid brown line) shows an enhancement of entropy in the inner region, but drops below the theoretical profile in the outer region. In this case, the inclusion of non-thermal pressure would seem to exacerbate the situation and the deviation of observed profile becomes acute. However, one see that after accounting for the clumping correction, the recovered entropy profiles (solid black line) shows an excess compared to theoretical entropy profile with respect to gas mass for most of the cluster region. Comparing entropy profiles at the same radii, we find the deviations between theoretical and clumping corrected entropy profiles become negligible beyond 0.5 r500 . It is also worth mentioning here that for theoretical entropy profiles the cross-over between Pnt = 0 and Pnt = 0 cases is around (1.1 − 1.2) r500 as also seen in average ∆K and ∆E profiles (see Fig. 6 ).
Earlier, Chaudhuri et al. (2013) determined the feedback profile up to r500. They found total feedback energy E f eedback scales with the mean spectroscopic temperature as E f eedback ∝ T 2.52±0.08 and E f eedback ∝ T 2.17±0.11 for the SPH and AMR baseline profiles respectively. They showed that E f eedback correlates strongly with the radio luminosity LR of the central radio sources and estimated energy per particle to be 2.8 ± 0.8 keV for the SPH simulations and 1.7 ± 0.9 keV for the AMR simulations which is much greater than our estimate. Notice that they did not consider non-thermal pressure and clumping and their calculations included cluster cores which results in the higher estimates of energy per particle.
CONCLUSIONS
Recent studies have revealed that non-gravitational processes play an important role in modifying the thermodynamic properties of the ICM. It has also been observed that there is an entropy enhancement in galaxy clusters which is believed to be a result of the non-gravitational feedback from active galactic nuclei, radiative cooling, supernovae etc. We have studied the fractional entropy enhancement and the corresponding feedback energy in the ICM for a sample of 17 galaxy clusters by comparing the observed entropy profiles with that of AMR and SPH non-radiative simulations. Unlike, previous work by Chaudhuri et al. (2013) where they estimated the feedback energetics up to radius r500, our study goes up to r200. Since around 30% of the total cluster mass (and almost 80% of the cluster volume) is outside of r500, this study has important implication on the ICM thermodynamics and feedback processes. The cluster outskirts have many features which are not significant into cluster cores. These include, deviation from the hydrostatic equilibrium and gas clumping. Therefore, our analysis takes both non-thermal pressure and clumping into account which are important to study the energetics of ICM in the outer regions.
We show that neglect of clumping and non-thermal pressure can lead to an under-estimation of r500 and r200 by 10% − 20%. Similarly, we find an under/over-estimation of feedback profiles. We find that the effect of clumping is much more pronounced than the non-thermal pressure and neglecting it always leads to an under-estimation of feedback profiles. The neglect of clumping leads to an under- estimation of entropy ∆K ≈ 1100 keV cm 2 and feedback energy per particle ∆E f eedback ≈ 1 keV at r200. The neglect of non-thermal pressure on the other hand lead to an overestimation in the inner regions and under-estimation in the outer regions. The omission of the non-thermal pressure results in an under-estimation of entropy ∆K ≈ 450 keV cm 2 and feedback energy per particle ∆E f eedback ≈ 0.25 keV at r200. Further, we find that the feedback energy profiles are centrally peaked which can be related with AGN feedback models and more or less flatten out in the outer regions becoming consistent with zero.
Finally, to check the robustness of our results, we compared the feedback profiles for different cases: CC and NCC clusters, the full sample and a sub-sample, parametric and deprojected cases. We find the much higher value of feedback profiles for the CC clusters compared to NCC clusters. However, since CC clusters comprise a much smaller sample one, therefore, needs to improve/verify the estimates by considering a larger sample. We also find that the choice of the universal baryonic fraction from WMAP and Planck can have implications on the estimates of the feedback profiles.
In order to obtain any robust estimates of cosmological parameters from large SZ surveys and SZ power spectrum, one needs to properly incorporate the non-gravitational feedback. Therefore, it is utmost important to understand the nature and extent of the non-gravitational feedback in SPH, P nt ≠0 Figure 13 . Comparison between entropy profiles with respect to fixed radii (left panel) and with respect to shells with a given gas (right panel). The observed average entropy profiles with and without clumping correction are shown in black and brown lines, whereas theoretical profiles with and without non-thermal pressure are shown in blue and red lines respectively. Note that for meaningful comparison, we have scaled K, mg and r with same K 500 , m g,500 and r 500 as that of fiducial case (i.e with clumping and Pnt = 0).
galaxy clusters, out to the virial radius, so as to properly calibrate the scaling relations and theoretical cluster models. In principle, one can consider different parameterizations of excess entropy and feedback energy to see the affects of the non-gravitational feedback on ICM thermodynamics. Table A2 . Average feedback energy per particle ǫ f eedback for SPH case with WMAP f b = 0.167. 
